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pa-rterre box - is-.: about
,remembering when
pera was queer and
'dangerous and
,exciting and making
that way again .
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and full of vitality , evert in the uncut
Act Ill . Under Wieland ' s tutelage, he
broods as she rejoices , Night to her
Day.
Legendary Hans Hotter contributes
the most impressive Marke I 've ever
heard. The low tessitura of the role
suits his sometimes problematic voice
and his monolithic characterization is
simply overwhelming .
Supporting
roles are in capable hands ; a hearty
"brava" to Herte Tapper for her
involved reading of Brangline, a role
that severely tries, but never
overwhelms , her mezzo.
Pierre Boulez leads the fastest
Tristan you've ever heard ; he makes
BShm sound like a stick -in-the-mud.
If the result is more passionate than
poetic, that 's surely preferable to
James Levine's tango & molasses. I
cannot recommend this release highly
enough. Buy it now or I 'll never
speak to you again . [Legato Classics,
LCV 005]

BRIEFLY: The most famous opera
video of all time, the Callas/Gobbi/
Zeffirelli /Covent Garden Tosca, Act
11, has finally been released
commercially by EMI in clean sound
and picture.
Warning for the
uninitiated : this performance will
trouble you - the torture , rape and
murder are too real for comfort. So
don't watch it just before bedtime.
Included is an odd Callas concert at
the House of Veggies in 1%2 on what
looks like a set for Hollywood Prelate
("Hello, I ' m Maria Callas. Let's have
a big hand for my guests Liberace and
Alan King... "). She's in her Jackieclong look and so-so voice for arias
from Don Carlos and Carman. But

it's nice to have as a bonus to the
Puccini. This video is a steal at under
$25. [EMI Classics PM 807]

THE MONTREAL
THING
Wstwm Enn 801*0, PS's new CnWc,t-aysi

Two CD releases on Gala highlight
lesser-known aspects of La Diving's art:
GL 323 presents her celebrated rehearsal
with Rescigno and the Dallas Civic Opera
Orchestra. Listen to Maria teach the
boys in the band how mbato works; thrill
to the best high E-flat she ever sang.
GL 320 offers La Callas' Alpha (well,
Beta) and Omega - a mesmerizing
Kundry in Italian (immaculately
Wagnerian), and a recently rediscovered
few minutes of Callas singing Ah,
perf1dol in 1976 G reat a year before her
death). No, the voice isn't a wreck.
With no one listening except her own
cassette deck , Maria sings as well as she
had in 1960. In its own way. this
performance is even more heart -breaking
than that last concert tour with diStefano.
The voice is still there, the art is still
there, but the nerve is gone.
Each of these CDs is available for
under $5.00. Living in the past may be
dangerous, but some it's the only
way.

- Glomxxi Facika
• _01v 0

Adores the
minuet, the
Ballets Russes;
cEmg Suzette

Goes for rock
and mt a trot
dog makes ber

lose control

With a wind chi factornear the freezing mark, Montreal in April is no substitute for Paris in the springtime . Nevertheless, the French ambiance of this
historical Quebec city lent a touch of
idiomatic cortecums to the local opera
company's presentation of Bizet's
Carmen, featuring Dians Soview In her
first performances of the title role.
Although encountering La Sovisro as La
Cormencite made a compelling reason
for visiting Montreal, the real surprise of
this Canadian excursion was my chance
attendance at a joint recital by Aprile
Mho and Louis Quiico.
Billed as an all-Verdi concert , the program presented by Millo and Quikco resulted in one of the most tough"
musical fiascos 1 have ever witnessed.
My partner had wisely chosen to spend
the everting at "Le Campus," one of
Montreal's famous gay combs (renowned
for its s8-nude male dancers), and I
regret not having done likewise.
Quillco could at least plead advanced
age as the cause of his wobbly barkktg
and cracked high notes, but what excase can Mko continue to offer for her
increasingly obvious vocal problems?
Beginrting with Taco Is notte from
Verdi's p trovetore, Miko's singing was
marred by choppy phrasing, shaky intonation and appalling lunges at high notes.
After a chilly reception from the aunlence, Milo returned to the stags of the
Saps Pelletier with Quibco and their
pianist ( QtMieo's wife) trailing sheepishly
behind her.

Milo announced that she was not
feeling well but the real source of her
vocal distress was tits poorly tuned
piano. However, she would sing what
she round of her scheduled numbers (in
satwlity, only "Fittontt vincitor" was
edited from the program .) When the
audience began to mutter in astonishment, Milo defensively remarked that
we could hardly be disappointed since
she was sharing the evening with "a
great baritone." Well, April, with cep due
respect, there was nothing wrong with
the piano and disappointment is to be
expected since the baritone ceased to

be "great" years ago (if ever).
Mho and Quilieo mumbled and stut tered their way through the AidaAmonasro portion of the Nile Scene,
then returned for individual numbers.
Milo offered the worst rendition of
RuseRe's Song to the Moon 1 have eve
heard, full of gooey portementl, mannered inflections and absurd Delsarte
poses . While she performed the aria in
dubious Czech , the delivery was pure
prosciutto. That all-purpose grandezze
Millo reties on to vogue every role in he
repertoire will simply not do for the
fairy-tale creature Rusalka . Inexplicably
she ended the aria with a clenched fist
raised in a ridiculous "Guerral" gesture
more suitable for Norms (an opera Millo
has been threatening to add to her resume in futura seasons ). And by the
way, what happened to consist-ency?
After all, the evening's fare was advertised as all-Verdi.

For her single encore, Millo sang L'aItre motto from Boito 's McAstofele, dedi
eating her performance to the memory
of Claudia Muzio. Millo then admonished those audience members unfamiliar with the Duse of Song to "go out an
buy some of her CDs . You're in for a
treat." Millo was her own treat, however, faking to her knees at the earliest
melodramatic opportunity, crawling
around the stage in black cocktail dress,
pearls and six-inch heels, resembling
hysterical Madeline Kahn in What's Up
Doc?. To quote Arms Russell , " I'm not
making this up, you knowl"
Quilico capped the evening ' s hilarity
by foolishly tackling "Largo al factotums." Walking with the aid of a cane,
Quilico became totally lost in the patter
section of the aria , then began to ad-lib
several "la, Is, la's " until he could figure
out what went wrong. Hoping to salvage this gruesome evening , Quilico
touched the high note, got overly confident, tried to swell it - and cracked
atrociously . The audience winced in
horror, then supplied polite applause for
their embarrassed compatriot.
The party is over for Millo. After
years of exciting but erratic work from
this self-proclaimed vestal of Italian
opera, Millo apparently hit rock bottom
with the recent Lombardi crisis at the
Met and this recital only confirmed that
her career is in shambles. If Milio had
dared to present such a concert to a
New York audience , she would be
forced to take up a new career as a

Bette Midier impersonator . The tragedy
of Millo's situation is that she began to
believe her own hype and subsequently
tried to fig the vacant shoes of Tebaldi
and Milanov with ago , not substance.
At best, she was a respectable "B'
soprano who recalled such lesser lights
as Stella, Tucci and Cruz-Romo - and
even they were more consistent from
night to night than . Millo.
It was interesting the following evening to compare Mil o's accomplishments with those of the ' lesser-known
but infinitely more gifted Soviero. Soviwo is at least ten years older than Millo
but sounds younger, fresher and technically more poised than her fellow ItaloAmerican colleague. Of course, Soviero
is a lyric soprano and has never pretended to be anything else. Milo pushed her
voice beyond its li ico-spinto compass in
a premature effort to fill out the heavier
Verdi assignments.
Soviero has emerged as the cult diva
of the 90's and the reasons are not hard
to fathom . Her career is highly reminiscent of the late Dorothy Kirsten's. Both
artists were born in New Jersey. Both
polished their craft at the New York City
Opera before moving on to the Met
(Soviero's internship there was considerably longer than Kirsten' s). Both made
Puccini the core of their repertoire, with
frequent Traviate's and assorted French
and verismo operas to round out their
professional profile . Both are esteemed
by the conoscend for the depth of their
characterizations (even if Kksten stubbornly maintained an often inappropriate
image of glamour, e.g., her too-too
coiffure for the decidedly unglamorous
Minnie in La fanckAlo dot Weer). Both
were viewed as "useful" rather then
essential sopranos by the impressarios
of their respective was.
Not unexpectedly , Soviero's Camden
was a highly distinguished . piece of
work. The soprano was announced as
"performing with a severe case of bronp chitin , but her ailment was noticeable
only in an understandable reduction of
volume . Like all truly Imaginative artists, Soviero made a virtue of tier handicap, spinning delicate pianissimi to
seduce and deceive the various men in
Carmen's Ufa . In general, Soviero was
an uncommonly elegar' gypsy with a refreshing touch of the romantic about
her. Har dancing was remarkable for its
uninhibited gusto !rare ' i this role) and
her reading of the Card Scene was al-

most Piaf-like in its simplicity . In addition to her interpretative assets , Soviero
was a highly attractive stage figure,
stunningly gowned for the last act in a
dress of burgundy velvet with black lace
accents.
Antonio Barasords, scheduled for a
Metropolitan Opera debut this faS, was a
burly Don Jose in both sound and appearance. The tenor's interpretation
was unrelentingly forceful and ultimately
provincial; 1 seriously doubt he will make
much of an impression at the Met. Gaeton Lapwriwo was a handsome Escamillo, refined in voice and bowing, while
Lyne Fortin's Micasle revealed an engaging presence and formidable technique
(d nkxrevrdo and mesa of voce wen put
to expressive use in her aria); both artists were appreciably at home in their
native French tongue. Alfredo SWpigni's
conducting was routine, lacking both
tension and forward drive.
Uzan's production strove for profundity at the expense of the loco color
that Bizet so carefully crafted into his
score . By cutting such episodes as the
children's chorus and the last act
procession, Uzon robbed the work of its
fascinating contrasts. Given his Pension
upbringing, Uzon produced an oddly
Germanic concept, stark, sober and
heavy in its choices . The action of the
opera was played out In a single unit
setting, the interior of a bulking, with
the ever-present chorus dressed in black
and ringed around the playing area. The
production seemed to owe something to
Peter Brook's deconsuucdorist staging
seen in New York over a decade ago. it
wasn't my idea of Cam)en but at least
everyone approached the production
with commitment and energy . Hopefully, there will be opportunities to enjoy
Soviero's Csmren in a more traditional
context and when -she is in better
health.

..- Am BoridWo
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UNMASKING THE BALL:
Notes for an Imaginary Production
Antefauo
Ridwrd Warwick governor of a large southern state is running for re-election.
In four yam, he's balanced the budget, built up the infrastngwe, trimmed the
bureaucracy and transformel the state capitol into a Mecca for the performing arts.
So why is he such a tough sell for re-election?
For one thing he 's not so discreet as he used to be about his bisexuality. Not
since he hired that very young. very queer boy Oscar as his secretary. (Oscar's
typing is weak. but he came with a sterling recommendation from the Man 2 Man
escort service.
Warwick's spin doctor, Rena Ankarstrom has been working overtime trying to
convince the media that Warwick's one-night -stands constitute "a dep and abiding
dewdOx to Odwatdon and opportunity for inner-city youth, "

Mrs. Anblrstrom (Amelia) 's selfless devotion to the state 's welfare has led to her
w^ as "first lady pro-ten, ' hostexsing many a public function for bachelor
ACT ONE - scare one - Warwick 's office. a room fudl of nun in gray suits. '
Oscar and Warwick am in workout gear (they've just come from the gym)

Warwick takes the "list of traitors" from Rw6, crumples it, and tosses it into the
wastebasket (2 points!)
The judge is an elderly fwWamentalist with a white, blow-dried pompadour.
Oscar vogues "Volta is terra ." Between verses he looks in his desk ... finds fliers
for Uhics.- distributes them.
During ' Ogni Inra," Oscar disappears for a moment , returns with sailor caps for
himself and Warwick ...They improvise a hornpipe for "alle trei"

Scene 2 - a loft.
Uhica is "Channelling ." Some of her followers are operating camcorders and
portable cassettes. Others am writing checks.
Warwick points out to Silvan a letter on the floor ("Did you drop this?"); it
contains a check.
Amelia; driver (young kid, ponytail) talks to Uhica. He recognizes Warwick and
winks.
Amelia in dark gtuses, trenchcom.
Sam, tom and the others in an assortment of ill-fitting "sailor' outfits (sweaters,
pea-cow, etc.)
Warwick asks Uhica to tell his fortune -- insulted, she turns away. He grabs a

microphone from her and sings "DP to se tedele" as a lounge act. 2nd verse:
Oscar and 2 other young guys improvise "backup singer" choreography. Sam,
Tom, etc. find this revolting do make "faggot" indications (bent wdst,-ate.)

'Dunque Pouts...": Read unlocks his desk drawer, pulls out a revolver, places it
on the desL

"E scherzo..." Warwick mocks Uhica by imitating her "channelling " contortions.

The dam men unclip their ID badges and toss than in a bowl. Amelia draws one.

silvan brings in reporters with video cameras and lights. Warwick photographed
handing check to Uhica, shaking hands and embracing Anlcatstrom. Warwick and
Oscar talking to press as curtain fails.

It's dawn when Oscar eaters in leather jacket , obviously still high from the night
before. He "channel surfs" Rent's video monitor's until he finds MTV, and dances
along as he sings "Dl the tulga..."

ACT TWO

-Amelia reaches for the telephone, but Rend gabs her hand as the curtain falls.

the outskirts of the city - deserted streets and an angry lot near the horse of
detention.

Scene 2 - War%"'s dressing room.... A weight bench, a huge signed poster of a
Strwand concert, a life-size cmd 5oard art-oat of Maria Callas , five or six assorted
cosso a lying here and then.

A young kid carrying a gun runs across the stage . A man and a woman near a
broken streetlight smoking crack . They scatter as they we headlights of a cat
app
ing•
Amelia steps out of a limo and convinces the chauffeur to drive away. She teaches
into her bag, pulls out a Bible, holds it to her breast, and prays.
She turns on a flashlight and looks wound the empty lot.

Warwick Is changing into an all-black outfit.
Oscar enters and hands him a note . Warwick kisses him, grabs a quick feel of his
butt. Oscar squeals, grabs a hanging bag with his costume and runs out.
Tare Ball (an AIDS bone tj. Rafnlww colored decorations and various banners.

After the love duet, more headlights sweep the stage . Rend steps out of a cab indicates he wants it to wait. Amelia puts on her sunglasses and scarf.

Among the pests are men in drag, and a man and a woman dressed , respectively.
as an orange tree and Anita Bryant.

"Odl to, come fremono cops..." Ren6 is trying to hail another cab - finally one
stops offstage right - Warwick leaves.

sters.

Sam, Tom, their followers and reporters with TV Bob stop Amelia and Rend. In
the scuffle, Amelia loses her sunglasses. The TV lights are on full. Flashbulbs go
off. Ren6 shoves Amelia into the cab, gets in and slams the door.

Owu in drag as a "soubrette." During "Soper vorreste " he indicates one mesa
after another in the crowd, unmasking them. At least once Ankarstrom reaches for
his holster, but Oscar trests it as a joke.

ACT THREE
Rent 's office. Several large television screens, a fax maddne.
He enters and switches on monitors , all tuned to news stations = shots of Warwick
with Ulrica, Oscar; "bootlegged " footage of Amelia and Warwick . He never looks
at Amelia, immediately begins typing at his muter as he berates her.
Amelia turns off a "master switch," blacking out all the monitors except one,
freeze-framed on her face. She sings " Morro, ma prima hgpzla" silhouetted
against the screen.
On the intro to "Err tu," Rene turns the monitors back on. He points to Warwick's face on the largest monitor.
"O dolcezza pu*dt " : the monitors show Amelia in tears (as she wits filmed in
Act 2)

Sam, Tom and Ankarstrum in "security guard" uniforms, mirrored shades, hol-

Amelia (in white 18th century ballgown and powdered wig) and Warwick (all in
black, with a large red ribbon on his shoulder) dance together, a spotlight on them,
as pow watch admiringly.
The lights dim as the guests dance. Warwick and Amelia sneak to a corner of the
floor. We see the flash of Rent's gum going off, then total darkness.
"Ah mortal Idamial" Spotlights sweeping the crowd . Confusion. When the
lights came back up, we see police handcuffing Sam and Tom , Ren6 on the floor
disarmed, doctors attending Warwick . Oscar, in shock, pulls off his wig.
On the chorus "Cur d grande," Amelia kneels, weeping and praying. The medics
clear a path througli the crowd and carry Warwick away on a gurney, as police
drag off the conspirators.
"Nolte d'orroe - The media go into a feeding frenzy. Oscar protects Amelia
from the glm of the TV lights as flashbulbs illuminate a banner reading "GAY
RIGHTS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS!."
Ckrtabt.
- Janus Jordan

Don your tiara and dash on up to the Sylvia and Danny Kaye `.:
Playhouse at Hunter College for La Gran Scene 's triumphant return
to New York 01 /26-27, 12/2-3). The troupe's subtlest vocal (and
comic) effects should take on a new bloom in this intimate venue.>
Besides the ever-astonishing Vera Galupe-Borszkh, this year's roster
. includes up-and-coming fa/con Mile. delta Vacca-Broune, essaying'
her first Amneris. (P.S. the show is outrageous enough for your
tackiest girlfriend, but clean enough for your grandmother. How do
they do it?) Call 212-772-4448 for tix. .
Heads will rolU That still young soprano (who was such a mainstay
of the Met's Italian wing in the 1980x), has "withdrawn" from a
new Met production next year, to be replaced by an underappreciated diva ten years her seniorl
Faggots Unitel Parterre Box is leading a boycott of this year's
Barbiere at the Met. These performances are fill-ins for the
cancelled revival A Death In Venice, the only time in' recent years`
the Met has pulled such a switch. (The Britten was still on the.:) -'
schedule as late as last winter when subscriptions for '94-95 went
on sale .) Whether the big bad Volpe 's story about low ticket sales:
is true or not. (I don't believe a word of it), the Met is depriving _its'
t audience of a beautiful and highly-accessible gay_work. Let
Crawford, Volpe and Levine know how you feel;, and if you see ttiei
I
I
Spanish hairdresser, lay him out to filth)
dl
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